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Fracture mechanisms in multilayer phosphorene
assemblies: from brittle to ductile†
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The outstanding mechanical performance of nacre has stimulated numerous studies on the design of
artificial nacres. Phosphorene, a new two-dimensional (2D) material, has a crystalline in-plane structure
and non-bonded interaction between adjacent flakes. Therefore, multi-layer phosphorene assemblies
(MLPs), in which phosphorene flakes are piled up in a staggered manner, may exhibit outstanding
mechanical performance, especially exceptional toughness. Therefore, molecular dynamics simulations
are performed to study the dependence of the mechanical properties on the overlap distance between
adjacent phosphorene layers and the number of phosphorene flakes per layer. The results indicate that
when the flake number is equal to 1, a transition of fracture patterns is observed by increasing the
overlap distance, from a ductile failure controlled by interfacial friction to a brittle failure dominated by
the breakage of covalent bonds inside phosphorene flakes. Moreover, the failure pattern can be tuned
by changing the number of flakes in each phosphorene layer. The results imply that the ultimate
strength follows a power law with the exponent 0.5 in terms of the flake number, which is in good
agreement with our analytical model. Furthermore, the flake number in each phosphorene layer is
optimized as 2 when the temperature is 1 K in order to potentially achieve both high toughness and
strength. Moreover, our results regarding the relations between mechanical performance and overlap
distance can be explained well using a shear-lag model. However, it should be pointed out that
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increasing the temperature of MLPs could cause the transition of fracture patterns from ductile to brittle.
Therefore, the optimal flake number depends heavily on temperature to achieve both its outstanding
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strength and toughness. Overall, our findings unveil the fundamental mechanism at the nanoscale for
MLPs as well as provide a method to design phosphorene-based structures with targeted properties via
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tunable overlap distance and flake number in phosphorene layers.

1. Introduction
In recent years, great eﬀorts have been made to discover new
two-dimensional layered materials since the successful fabrication
of graphene,1,2 including silicene,3 hexagonal boron nitride
(h-BN),4,5 phosphorene,6 and transition metal dichalcogenides.7
Due to their unique thermal, electrical and mechanical properties,
two-dimensional materials can be potentially applied in multiple
branches of technologies, such as nano-electronics,8 DNA
sequencing,9 water desalination,10 fabrication of bioinspired
artificial materials11 and so on. However, in practice the applications
of two-dimensional materials remain limited due to the
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diﬃculty of harnessing the mechanical properties at a relatively
large scale. Take graphene, one of the strongest materials ever
found, as an example. In practice, individual graphene sheets
are sized in the order of nanometers to a few micrometers.
Moreover, despite the exceptional strength, graphene sheets are
brittle in nature, further restricting its usage in electronics,
energy storage devices, and other applications where toughness
and ductility are of critical importance. Therefore, for twodimensional materials, extending size and increasing toughness
without losing too much strength are essential in view of
applications.
Inspired by the biological architectures such as mineralized
collagen,12–14 stacking multiple sheets in a staggered manner is
a possible method to concurrently increase ductility and utilize
other outstanding mechanical properties of the structure in a
scalable manner for two-dimensional materials, such as graphene.
Xia et al.15 designed the so-called multilayer graphene assemblies
(MLGs), in which graphene sheets are placed in a staggered manner.
Note that unlike two-phase composite systems in mineralized
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collagen or nacre, the material system of MLGs is homogeneous.
According to their simulation results, the fracture strain of MLGs
is up to 0.9 while the maximum yield strength and plateau stress
are approximately 10 and 7 GPa, respectively. Moreover, the
fracture behaviors transition from a brittle mode controlled by
breaking carbon–carbon bonds to a ductile mode controlled by
facile formation and breaking of interfacial van der Waals bonds.
Furthermore, the results indicate that the overlap distance greatly
influences the mechanical properties of MLGs and there are
multiple critical lengths for different types of mechanical
properties beyond which the mechanical properties remain
almost constant.
Despite the systematic study of MLGs in terms of mechanical
properties, whether the aforementioned design is applicable for
other two-dimensional materials, such as phosphorene, remains
largely unexplored. Phosphorene, a counterpart of bulk black
phosphorous as a novel 2D material, has recently been another
hot topic in materials science. Using mechanical methods,
phosphorene with few layers16 or even a single layer17 has already
been exfoliated. Due to its unique physical properties, such as a
finite and direct band gap18 and high free carrier mobility,19
phosphorene has been explored as a new two-dimensional
material for applications in nanoelectronic devices. Unlike
graphene, individual phosphorene sheets are highly anisotropic
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with respect to mechanical properties. For phosphorene, Young’s
moduli in the armchair and zigzag direction are 33.5 and 105.5 GPa,
respectively, while the ultimate strength for armchair and zigzag is
approximately 4 and 8 GPa, respectively,20 much lower than that of
pristine graphene (130 GPa).21 In addition to high anisotropy,
the configuration of phosphorene is inherently puckered in the
thickness direction, making the surface rougher compared with
pristine graphene. All these unique properties may deeply
influence the mechanical properties of phosphorene assemblies
with a similar architecture as MLGs. Therefore, in this paper, a
multilayer phosphorene assembly (MLPs) similar to MLGs is
proposed and the corresponding mechanical properties are
systematically studied using molecular dynamics simulations.

2. Methodology and models
Fig. 1 shows the geometrical configuration of phosphorene. A
perspective view in Fig. 1(a) indicates that, unlike graphene,
phosphorene has an in-plane puckered structure. Phosphorous
atoms are distributed in the top region and bottom region
respectively, as shown in Fig. 1(b). A unit cell of phosphorene is
composed of four atoms as shown in Fig. 1(d), in which !
a1 and !
a2
are the basis vectors along the armchair and zigzag directions,

Fig. 1 Geometrical configuration of an individual phosphorene and MLPs composed of phosphorene flakes: (a) perspective view of phosphorene. Red
atoms indicate the atoms in the top region while blue ones indicate the atoms from the bottom region. (b) Side-view of phosphorene from the zigzag
direction. (c) Front-view of phosphorene from the armchair direction. (d) Top view of phosphorene. !
a1 and !
a2 indicate the lattice basis vectors along the
armchair and zigzag directions, respectively. (e) Schematic of staggered multi-layer phosphorene (MLP) with an overlap distance Lol (f) top view of the
RVE. (g) Side view of the RVE (nf represents the number of phosphorene flakes per layer, ranging from 1 to 6).
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respectively. According to Jiang et al.,20 the lengths of !
a1 and !
a2
are 4.36 and 3.31 Å, respectively. Multilayer phosphorene
assemblies (MLPs) are constructed by laying phosphorene
sheets in a staggered manner in the zigzag direction as shown
in Fig. 1(e). For simulation models, we take a representative
volume element with double layers from the bulk system. To
mimic the behaviors of bulk materials, periodic boundary
conditions are applied in all three directions. For each layer,
there are multiple phosphorene flakes stacked in the AB order,
the most stable stacking configuration according to a previous
work.22 For convenience, we name the number of flakes in each
layer as nf. It is worthwhile to mention that when nf is equal to 1,
four layers are included in the simulation model in order to
avoid unphysical self-interaction problems as the thickness of
the simulation system is thinner than half of the cutoﬀ distance
for van der Waals interactions. With respect to in-plane dimensions,
the width of the samples is fixed at 6.5 nm and the length, two times
the overlap distance Lol, varies from 6.6 to 159.1 nm. Fig. S1 in the
ESI† shows that the width has a negligible eﬀect on the simulation
results.
In this work, molecular dynamics simulations are performed
in order to explore the mechanical properties of MLPs. The
Stillinger–Weber23 potential proposed by Jiang et al.20 is adopted
to describe the bond interactions among phosphorous atoms in
the same flake. This potential has been widely used to study the
physical properties of phosphorene.24–27 It consists of two terms,
a two-body term representing bond stretching and a three-body
term representing bond bending:
X
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where rij is the distance between atoms i and j; yijk is the angle
between bond ij and bond jk; y0 is the equilibrium angle
between two bonds; all the other parameters such as A, B are
the coeﬃcients required to fit when developing the potential.
The corresponding parameters for the potential can be found
in Table S1 (see the ESI† for details). To describe the nonbonded van der Waals interactions between phosphorous atoms
in diﬀerent flakes, a Lennard-Jones28 potential is adopted using
the following expression:
 

s 12 s6
Vnon-bonded ¼ 4e
(4)

r
r
where e is the depth of the potential well, s is the finite distance
at which the inter-particle potential is zero, and r is the distance
between the particles. The value of these corresponding parameters can be found in a previous work.29 The cutoﬀ radius of
the Lennard-Jones potential is fixed as 2.5s and the justification of
our choice is presented in Fig. S2 of the ESI,† implying that a larger
cutoﬀ radius has a negligible eﬀect on the stress–strain responses.
To obtain the mechanical properties, uniaxial tensile tests
are performed along the length (zigzag) direction under a
temperature of 1 K. During the tensile tests, the size of the
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simulation box increases by 0.1% in the zigzag direction every
10 picoseconds with a strain rate of 1  107 s1 and the system
equilibrates in this new state. The strain rate used here falls
into the conventional strain rate regime (107 to 109 s1) as
commonly used in molecular dynamics studies.30–32 The system
is fully relaxed in the width (armchair direction) direction. All
the simulations were performed using the LAMMPS33 package
and the results were visualized using the OVITO34 package.

3. Results and discussion
3.1.

Transition of fracture mechanism

For materials stacked in a staggered manner, it is always of great
significance to explore the underlying fracture mechanism in order
to optimize mechanical performance. According to a previous
publication on collagen,12 there are two competing mechanisms
with respect to structural failure: brittle failure dominated by the
strength of an individual fiber and ductile failure governed by the
interfacial friction. Therefore, it is very interesting to know if there
is a transition of failure patterns in MLPs. In this section, the flake
number per layer nf is fixed as 1 and a total of four layers are
included in the simulation model. Note that the simulation
temperature is controlled at 1 K, thus the thermal eﬀect on
mechanical properties is negligible which is confirmed by
Fig. S3 in the ESI.† The stress–strain responses under uniaxial
tension of the structure with different overlap distances are
shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the stress increases linearly
at the very beginning regardless of the magnitude of the overlap
distance Lol. After the stress reaches its first peak, the varying
trends of the stress are totally different for samples with
different overlap distances Lol. When Lol is relatively small, for
example 2.32 and 3.97 nm, the stress experiences a zigzag shape
decay, meaning that the structure undergoes interfacial sliding
between layers. The failure is dominated by the interlayer
friction. In Fig. S4 (ESI†), the geometrical configurations before
and after interfacial sliding indicate that during each sliding the
relative displacement between two adjacent flakes is approximately
half of the lattice constant in the zigzag direction. When Lol
is beyond a critical value, the stress drops directly from the
maximum value to zero, implying a brittle failure as shown

Fig. 2 Stress–strain responses during uniaxial tensile tests for different
overlap distances (nf = 1).
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in Fig. S5 (see the ESI† for details). Rather than the nucleation
of a slip pulse, the structure finds the maximum strength of an
individual phosphorene flake first, causing a sudden catastrophic
failure which is not observed in MLGs due to the high in-plane
strength of pristine graphene flakes.15 The critical overlap distance
for the transition of fracture patterns is estimated to be 6.4 nm.
This value can be tuned via changing the strength of non-bonded
inter-flake van der Waals interactions, which can potentially
be experimentally achieved by chemical functionalization of
phosphorene flakes, like carbon-based materials.35–37
Note that there is an interesting phenomenon in the stress–
strain curve: when Lol is below the critical value, after the stress
completes its first decay to zero it keeps increasing and then
starts its second decay. To explain the underlying mechanism
of this interesting phenomenon, snapshots are taken at several
different stages of the stress–strain responses when Lol is equal
to 3.97 nm, as shown in Fig. 3 (another version of Fig. 3 colored
by shear stress can be found in Fig. S6 of the ESI†). It can be
seen that, from Fig. 3(a) and (b), during the first stress decay
the deformation is not uniform inside the material. Some of the
adjacent layer pairs slide between each other while others do
not. When the two adjacent layers fully detach from each other,
the stress drops to zero as shown in Fig. 2 and 3(c). Subsequently,
the pulled-out layer attaches to its second nearest neighboring
layer and starts another detaching process and thus another
stress decay is observed in Fig. 2 and 3(d).
To understand the eﬀect of the overlap distance on the
mechanical properties of MLPs with a single flake per layer,
Young’s modulus and ultimate strength are plotted as a function
of Lol in Fig. 4. With respect to ultimate strength, as the overlap
distance Lol increases, it increases rapidly at the very beginning
and then reaches a plateau at around 4 GPa. This plateau value is
determined by the intrinsic strength of a single phosphorene
flake rather than the interfacial shear strength. The ultimate
strength of a single phosphorene flake is approximately 8 GPa20
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Fig. 4 Overlap distance eﬀect on (a) ultimate strength ‘‘su’’; (b) Young’s
modulus ‘‘E’’ (nf = 1) (red dots represent results from the simulations and
the blue curves are obtained through simply connecting red dots using
straight lines).

when stretched along the zigzag direction, which is twice the
plateau value mentioned above. This diﬀerence between the
ultimate strength of a pristine phosphorene flake and that
of MLPs can be explained by the stress concentration in the
un-overlapped regions of MLPs. Typically, stress can be
F
obtained using the formula s ¼ , where s is the nominal
A
stress, F is the stretching force in the loading direction and A is
the area of the cross section. In this case, since the applied
force F remains constant, the magnitude of stress depends only
on the area of the cross section. In the un-overlapped regions,
the area of the cross-section Aunoverlap is half of that in the
overlapped region Aoverlap, resulting in the stress twice as high
as that in the overlapped region. Therefore, when the average
stress approaches 4 GPa, the stress in the unoverlapped region
is approximately 8 GPa and thus causes the fracture inside the
flakes. In terms of Young’s modulus, when the overlap distance
Lol increases, the magnitude grows rapidly at the beginning and

Fig. 3 Stress profile during the tensile test when the overlap distance Lol is 3.97 nm (a) right before the nucleation of the first interfacial sliding; (b) during
the first interfacial sliding; (c) close to the end of the first sliding; (d) during the second interfacial sliding (colored by axial stress; nf = 1; for visualization
purpose, the sample is reproduced two times along the thickness and loading direction; the sequence numbers are related to the insets in Fig. 2).
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then gradually approaches its upper limit which is approximately
100 GPa, close to 105.5 GPa for a single pristine phosphorene flake.
Despite the successful chase for high strength and stiﬀness
through tuning the overlap distance Lol, high toughness cannot
be achieved through the above strategy when nf is equal to one.
Moreover, when further increasing the overlap distance beyond
the critical value, MLPs experience a brittle failure that is not
expected in engineering applications. Therefore, a new design
is proposed in the next section in order to achieve high
toughness and strength simultaneously.
3.2.

Flake number eﬀect

As mentioned in the previous section, the failure to achieve
high toughness through tuning the overlap distance when nf is
equal to one inspires us to come up with a new structural design.
The straightforward design is to add more flakes to a single layer.
Therefore, this section focuses on the mechanism of avoiding brittle
failure and enhancing the ability of energy dissipation through the
increase of the flake number nf. In order to avoid brittle fracture, it is
essential to lower the peak stress su in the elastic regime that
triggers the slip pulse. Intuitively, the peak stress su marked in Fig. 2
heavily depends on the thickness of each layer. Here, a theoretical
analysis is proposed to explain the underlying mechanism as
shown in Fig. 5. Three assumptions are made prior to theoretical
derivations. First, the energy barrier per area g required to overcome
the initiation of interfacial sliding is a material constant. Secondly,
the axial stress along the loading direction, the zigzag direction in
this paper, is uniform as long as the overlap distance Lol is
suﬃciently long. Finally, prior to the nucleation of the interlayer
sliding MLPs behave like a linear elastic material. For each interface,
right before the sliding, the strain energy stored in the two
phosphorene layers involved reaches the critical value, which
can be expressed by the following expressions:
UstrainV = gA
Ustrain ¼

su2
2Ep

h
V ¼2 A
2

(5)
(6)

(7)

Fig. 5 Schematic view of the theoretical analysis of the eﬀect of flake
number nf on ultimate strength su (a) a 2D unit cell of MLPs (b) an interface
and two half-layers involved (c) stress–strain responses till the nucleation
of the slip pulse (shadow area represents the strain energy accumulated
before the interfacial sliding).
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Here, V is the volume of the phosphorene layers, A is the
overlap area between two adjacent layers, Ep is the Young’s
modulus along the zigzag direction of an individual phosphorene
flake and h is the thickness of each layer. Eventually, we can
obtain the relations between su and h as
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2Ep g
(8)
su ¼
h
This expression can also be further simplified as follows:
1

su ¼ aðnf Þ2
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2Ep g
a¼
h0

(9)

(10)

where h0 is the thickness of a single phosphorene flake. From
eqn (9), it can be seen that to trigger inter-flake sliding inside a
layer is much harder than to trigger interlayer sliding. To
trigger the inter-flake sliding is the same as to trigger interlayer
sliding when nf is equal to 1, which turns out to be the most
energy-cost expensive one.
To verify the above theoretical analysis and further explore
the mechanical behaviors dependence on the flake number nf,
uniaxial tensile tests are performed on samples with a fixed
overlap distance Lol but varying flake number nf. The corresponding
stress–strain responses are shown in Fig. 6. Note that in this section
the overlap distance Lol is fixed at 38.78 nm, which is supposed to be
sufficiently long to approach the upper limits of mechanical
properties. As we can see from Fig. 6, except the blue curve when
nf is equal to 1, all the other curves share a similar pattern. At
the very beginning, there is a short linear increase period,
indicating the linear elastic behaviors of MLPs. Subsequently,
after the stress approaches its first peak, it then drops sharply,
implying the nucleation of a slip pulse. In the next stage, the
stress enters a plateau resulting from interfacial sliding. Eventually,
the stress undergoes a rapid linear decay, similar to the varying
trend of stress we have already observed in the previous section
when Lol was below the critical value. From Fig. 6, it can be seen that
the brittle failure is avoided when adding more flakes to each
layer and the toughness is dramatically enhanced compared
with the case with nf = 1.

Fig. 6 Stress–strain curves during uniaxial tensile tests for samples with
different flake numbers nf but the same overlap distance (Lol = 38.78 nm).
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To clearly see the dependence of ultimate strength su and
the plateau stress sp on the overlap distance Lol, the corresponding
results are shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen that the ultimate
strength su is linearly dependent on the inverse of the square root
of flake number nf as expected except nf = 1. The above exception
comes from the transition of the failure pattern. When nf is equal
to 1, the ultimate strength su does not indicate the nucleation of
interlayer sliding but the breakage of the inner-flake covalent
bonds. In this case, in order to nucleate interlayer slipping, a
higher stress, approximately 4.65 GPa, is required as predicted by
the fitting curve. With respect to the plateau stress sp, it does not
follow the inverse square root relation any more. According to our
fitting results in Fig. 7(b), the exponent is 2/3, the magnitude of
which is slightly bigger than that for su. In addition, the multiplying
coeﬃcient is 4.61, representing the predicted plateau stress sp,
when nf is equal to 1. Further discussions about the dependence
of ultimate strength su and the plateau stress sp on flake
number nf can be found in the ESI† when the overlap distance
Lol varies (Fig. S7 and S8).
Another interesting phenomenon is that as the flake number
increases, the fracture process starts earlier, leading to a lower
fracture strain. To clearly understand the deformation mechanism,
several snapshots are taken at diﬀerent strains and shown in
Fig. 8(a) and (b) for nf = 2 and nf = 6, respectively (another version
of Fig. 8 colored by shear stress can be found in Fig. S9 of the
ESI†). Interestingly, no inter-flake sliding occurs inside a single
layer and only interlayer sliding occurs according to Fig. 8, which
has already been predicted in the previous theoretical analysis. In
addition, it is worthwhile noting that the snapshots are falsely
colored by the axial stress along the loading direction. When the
strain is equal to 2.2%, the color in the un-overlapped regions is
diﬀerent from that of the overlapped regions, indicating either
lower or higher stress compared with that of the overlapped
regions. As the strain increases, the interlayer sliding starts to
occur for both nf = 2 and nf = 6. At the beginning, the deformation
is uniform inside the samples. In other words, the two separate
overlapped areas are equally reduced. However, as the samples are
further stretched, the strain starts to localize at one side. From the
last snapshot in Fig. 8(a) and (b), it can be seen that on one side
the neighbor layers are still attached to each other while on the

Fig. 7 Flake number (nf) eﬀect on (a) ultimate strength su (b) plateau
stress sp of MLPs (red dots represent the simulational results while the blue
curves represent the fitting results).
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other side the two neighboring layers almost detach from each
other. Moreover, strain localization occurs later for nf = 2 than that
for nf = 6. Furthermore, due to strain localization, the smaller
length of the residual overlapped region for nf = 2 leads to a higher
fracture strain compared with that for nf = 6, in agreement with
Fig. 6. Subsequently, the dependence of the residual overlapped
distance lr on the flake number nf is discussed. Note that the
residual overlapped distance lr heavily depends on the eﬀective
interaction length between adjacent layers, which varies as the
flake number nf changes. The eﬀective interaction length, denoted
as le in this paper, is a very important quantity in the shear-lag
model describing the stress-transfer through the interface in the
nanostructure of bio-composites.38,39 Typically, over the eﬀective
interaction length le, 90 percent of the loads is transferred through
the interface. Therefore, to maintain the plateau axial stress, a
critical overlap distance is required to transfer the loads through
interfacial shear between adjacent layers. When the overlap
distance is larger than twice the eﬀective length le, the nominal
stress of the sample just fluctuates around the plateau stress.
However, as the overlap distance is close to the eﬀective length
le, the nominal stress cannot maintain the saturation value
when further stretching the sample, leading to a rapid decay
of the stress along the strain localization region. In Fig. 9, the
profile of the axial stress along the loading direction is shown
when the sample is about to start interfacial sliding. It can be
seen that the eﬀective length le increases as the flake number nf
increases. That is the reason why the length of the residual overlap
region lr increases (see Table S2 and relevant discussions in the
ESI† for details) when the flake number nf increases.
3.3.

Overlap distance eﬀect on mechanical properties

As shown in the previous section, setting nf to two is potentially
the optimal choice to achieve the highest toughness with a
minimum sacrifice of ultimate strength. Note that the optimal
value for nf can be tuned via changing the strength of non-bonded
van der Waals interaction, which could be experimentally achieved
by chemical functionalization of the phosphorene flakes, like
carbon-based materials.35–37 Anyway, in this section nf is fixed at
2 and the overlap distance is varied to study its effect on the
mechanical properties of MLPs composed of pristine phosphorene
flakes. The stress–strain responses under uniaxial tension are
plotted and shown in Fig. 10. According to Fig. 10, there is a
linear elastic regime for all the curves as expected. In the following
stage, the varying trend of stress depends heavily on the overlap
distance Lol. When Lol is relatively small, below 7.29 nm in Fig. 10,
the stress decays to zero after it approaches its first peak. However,
when the overlap distance is further increased, the stress
drops and then fluctuates after the very first peak. In this stage,
MLPs undergo a uniform deformation. Eventually, the stress
drops down to zero in a zigzag manner, indicating the strain
localization which is also recognized by a previous publication
on MLGs.15 From a comparison of the presented curves, one
can come to a rough conclusion that mechanical properties
can be improved through increasing the overlap distance Lol,
including Young’s modulus, ultimate strength su, plateau
stress sp and toughness.
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Fig. 8 Strain map of the tensile dynamics: (a) samples with 2 flakes per layer (nf = 2); (b) samples with 6 flakes per layer (nf = 6). (c) Schematic view of the
tensile dynamics (for the visualization purpose, the samples are reproduced 2 and 6 times for nf = 2 and nf = 6, respectively, along the thickness direction;
the snapshots are false colored by axial stress along the loading direction; and lr represents the residual overlap distance after structural failure).

Fig. 10 Stress–strain responses of MLPs with different overlap distances
during the tensile test (nf = 2).

Fig. 9 (a) Axial stress profile along the loading direction when the ultimate
strength su is reached (Lol = 38.78 nm) (b) schematic view of stress transfer
inside MLPs (the eﬀective interaction length le is where the axial stress
increases from 0 to 90 percent of the plateau value).

To quantitatively capture the dependence of mechanical
properties on the overlap distance Lol, 14 cases with diﬀerent
overlap distances Lol, ranging from 2.32 to 78.55 nm are
performed. As mentioned in the previous section, the eﬀective
interaction length le, over which most of the stresses are
transferred through the interface, is a very important parameter

This journal is © the Owner Societies 2017

in materials with a staggered structure, especially for the
purpose for capturing the relations between the overlap distance and mechanical properties. According to the shear-lag
model, the eﬀective interaction length le depends on the flake
number nf, the stiﬀness of the phosphorene flakes, and the
interfacial shear stiﬀness. However, the interfacial stiﬀness
cannot be directly obtained. Alternatively, the eﬀective interaction length le is obtained from the stress profile of MLPs.
Fig. 11 shows the profiles of axial stress along the loading
direction for MLP samples with diﬀerent overlap distances. It
can be seen that all curves presented share the same eﬀective
length le, indicating the negligible eﬀect of the overlap distance
Lol on le. In this section, le is defined as the length at which 90
percent of the saturation value of axial stress is reached. When
nf is equal to 2, the eﬀective interaction length is measured to
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Fig. 11 Axial stress profile along the loading direction when the ultimate
strength su is reached (nf = 2).

be approximately 5 nm. Subsequently, simulation results about
Young’s modulus and the ultimate strength are fitted using the
formula below from the shear-lag model:38,39
 
Lol
(11)
su ¼ su0  tanh
2le
Epx
 
Ex ¼ 
2le
Lol
1þ
coth
Lol
2le

(12)

where su is the ultimate strength, su0 is the saturation value for
ultimate strength su, Lol is the overlap distance, le is the eﬀective
interaction length, Ex is Young’s modulus of MLPs along the
zigzag direction and Epx is Young’s modulus of a pristine
phosphorene flake along the zigzag direction. The corresponding
results are shown in Fig. 12(a) and (b) for Young’s modulus and
ultimate strength, respectively. From Fig. 12(a), it can be seen
that Young’s modulus increases rapidly at the beginning and
then gradually reaches the upper limit, approximately 100 GPa,
which is close to the one for an individual pristine phosphorene
flake. Fig. 12(b) shares a similar varying trend with Epx with
respect to the overlap distance Lol, in which the saturation value
is 3.2 GPa. The resultant fitting value of the eﬀective interaction
length le is 2.5 and 1.5 nm for ultimate strength and Young’s
modulus, respectively, which is in good agreement with that
obtained from the stress profile in Fig. 11.
Despite the well-established theory describing the behaviors
before the nucleation of the slip pulse, there is no mature
theory describing the behaviors during interfacial sliding, such
as the plateau stress sp and toughness. Inspired by the formula
from shear-lag model theory, the following expressions are
used to fit the results related to plateau stress and toughness,
 
Lol
sp ¼ sp0  tanh
(13)
2lp
T ¼ sp0  tanh

 
Lol
2lt

(14)

where sp is the plateau stress, T is the toughness, sp0 is the
saturation value of plateau stress, Lol is the overlap distance,
and lp and lt are fitting parameters. The corresponding results
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Fig. 12 Overlap distance eﬀect on (a) Young’s modulus; (b) ultimate
strength; (c) plateau stress; (d) and toughness of MLPs (nf = 2) (red dots
represent the results from the simulations and the blue curves represent
the results from curve fitting based on the shear-lag model).

are shown in Fig. 12(c) and (d) for the plateau stress sp and
toughness T, respectively. It can be seen that the saturation
value for the ultimate strength sp is 2.9 GPa in Fig. 12(c) and
that for the toughness is 2.9 GJ m3 in Fig. 12(d). Moreover, the
resultant values for lp and lt are 6 and 15 nm, respectively,
meaning that in order to achieve 90 percent of maximum
plateau stress and toughness, the overlap distance Lol should
be at least 18 and 45 nm, respectively. Note that the above two
overlap distances are smaller than those for MLGs, which are
50 and 400 nm with respect to plateau stress and toughness,
respectively.15 According to the previous research,15,38 the
critical overlap distance for the saturation of mechanical properties
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
E
is proportional to
, where E is the Young’s modulus and gad is
gad
the adhesion energy. For phosphorene, the Young’s modulus in the
zigzag direction is 100 GPa, much lower than that of graphene
(1 TPa).40 Moreover, the interlayer adhesion of phosphorene is
significantly higher than that of graphene. In this paper, the
interlayer adhesion of phosphorene is calculated through two
diﬀerent setups as shown in Fig. S10 and S11 (ESI†). The results
indicate that gad of phosphorene is 0.345(0.342) J m2 while gad
of graphene ranges from 0.180 to 0.275 J m2.41–44 Therefore,
due to lower Young’s modulus and higher interlayer adhesion,
MLPs can achieve a plateau value of mechanical properties with
a much smaller overlap distance.
3.4.

Temperature eﬀect on mechanical properties

In the previous sections, our simulations are based on the low
temperature-assumption model. Here, we perform several additional
simulations to show the eﬀect of temperature on the mechanical
performance of MLPs. For these additional simulations, we set the
overlap distance as 38.7 nm and the flake number as 2. It can be
seen from Fig. S12 (ESI†) that as the temperature increases, the
structural failure pattern changes from ductile to brittle. When
the temperature is equal to 100 K, the interlayer sliding could
still be observed. However, as the temperature further increases,
namely to 200 and 300 K, the sample undergoes brittle failure
and no interlayer sliding occurs. According to results from
previous papers,25,45 as the temperature increases, the ultimate
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strength of a single-flake phosphorene decreases. Therefore, as
the temperature increases, the ultimate strength of an individual
phosphorene flake decreases, making MLPs susceptible to brittle
failure. As we can see from Table S3 (ESI†), the ultimate strengths
of the MLPs at 200 K and 300 K are both approximately half of
that of an individual phosphorene flake, meaning that the stress
concentration in the gap region is close to the ultimate strength
of a single-flake phosphorene. Therefore, it is reasonable that
the samples undergo brittle failure caused by the rupture of
individual phosphorene flakes at a relatively high temperature.
The temperature eﬀect mentioned above really influences
the potential applications of MLPs. When the flake number is
equal to 2, the ductile interlayer sliding disappears even when
the temperature is 200 K (maybe even lower). The optimal
choice of the flake number, nf = 2, made above may not achieve
both outstanding strength and toughness as we desired. The
flake number beyond 2 may be chosen to achieve the targeted
mechanical properties. As we have stated in Section 3.2,
increasing the flake number nf is an eﬀective method for the
fracture pattern transition from brittle to ductile. Fig. S13 (ESI†)
shows the stress–strain responses of the MLPs at room temperature
(300 K) when the overlap distance Lol is fixed at 38.7 nm and the
flake number varies. It can be seen that while the brittle structural
failure occurs for nf = 2, the ductile failure caused by interlayer
sliding can still be observed for nf = 4.

4. Concluding remarks
In summary, molecular dynamic simulations are performed to
study the dependence of mechanical properties of multilayer
phosphorene assemblies (MLPs) on the overlap distance and
flake number. The results indicate that when the flake number
is equal to 1, a transition of the fracture mechanism is observed
when increasing the overlap distance. It changes from a ductile
failure dominated by interfacial sliding to a brittle failure
dominated by the breakage of covalent bonds. In order to avoid
the brittle failure and enhance the toughness of MLPs, more
phosphorene flakes are added to a single layer to lower the
ultimate strength and thus trigger the nucleation of slip pulses.
The simulation results show that the ultimate strength is linearly
dependent on the inverse of the square root of the flake number
when the overlap distance is fixed at a suﬃciently high value,
approximately 40 nm. Our simulation results are further confirmed
by a theoretical model. The plateau stress follows a power law in
terms of the overlap distance but the exponent is 2/3 instead
of 1/2. Furthermore, the flake number is optimized as 2 to
potentially achieve high toughness with a minimum sacrifice of
ultimate strength. However, it should be pointed out that
increasing the environmental temperature could lead to the
fracture pattern transition from ductile to brittle. Therefore, the
flake number nf should be changed based on temperature in
order to achieve both outstanding strength and toughness of
MLPs. The results imply that mechanical properties, including
Young’s modulus, toughness, ultimate strength and plateau stress
can be improved via tuning the overlap distance. The upper limits
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are approximately 100 GPa, 2.9 GJ m3, 3.2 GPa and 2.9 GPa for
Young’s modulus, toughness, ultimate strength and plateau stress,
respectively. These findings can help unveil the fundamental
mechanism at the nanoscale for MLPs as well as provide a
guideline to design the material mentioned above with targeted
properties via tuning the overlap distance and flake number.
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